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Large volumes of data are generated by several epigenomic consortia, including ENCODE, Roadmap
Epigenomics, BLUEPRINT, and DEEP. To enable users to utilize these data effectively in the study of epigenetic
regulation, we have developed the DeepBlue Epigenomic Data Server [1]. With the DeepBlue Ep igenomic
Data Server, we provide programmatic access to vast amounts of epigenomic data, in order to facilitate
storing, organizing, searching, and retrieving of epigenetic data.
Here, we present a series of tools that build upon the DeepBlue API and enab le users not proficient in
scripting or programming languages to benefit from our efforts and to analyze epigenomic data in a userfriendly way: (i) an R/Bioconductor package (http://deepblue.mpi-inf.mpg.de/R) integrates DeepBlue into
the R analysis workflow. The extracted data are automatically converted to GenomicRanges [2], which are
supported by many related packages for analysis and visualization; (ii) a web interface ( http://deepblue.mpiinf.mpg.de) that enables users to search, select, and download the epigenomic data available in DeepBlue;
(iii) a web tool for epigenomic data visualization, named DeepBlue Dive ( http://dive.mpi-inf.mpg.de), which
is inspired by EpiExplorer [3] and helps researchers to visually compare their own epigenomic data to data
already available in DeepBlue; (iv) a web tool, named DeepBlue ML, complementary to DeepBlue Dive, which
is inspired by EpiGRAPH [4] and uses LOLA [5], reporting the enrichment of epigenomic regions provided by
the user among the experiments available in DeepBlue.
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